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Press freedom
on trial in Gerinany
Duncan Camp bell writes: Press freedom to criticise
the West German government is likely to be further
eroded by a trial which opened last month in
Hamburg. The editor of a fortnightly newspaper,
Arbeiterkampf, is accused of 'insulting' or holding
'in malicious contempt' the Federal Republic by
publishing two articles which suggested that the
deaths of Red Army Fraction members in
Stammheirn prison after the Martin Schleyer kid-
napping may have been less than suicide.
Local prosecuting authorities have complained of

four items in an account of the prison deaths,
published late in 1977. These suggest that 'liquida-
tion' of the prisoners had now become official
policy, and that other prisoners could be in danger.
Arbeiterkamp] pointed out that nations such as
Brazil and Argentina did employ death squads
which operated with quasi-official blessing, and that
the existence of such squads in Germany was an
alternative to direct official actions: 'It is a matter
for speculation whether the wave of "suicides"
against political prisoners has been directly ordered
by the Federal chancellery ... '. .
These comments are alleged to breach paragraph

90a of the West German Penal Code. It is not the
first time that newspapers have been accused or
convicted of the offence, but it represents a further
restriction on what comment is considered by Fed-
eral authorities to be legal and permissible.
The prosecution is particularly ironical since it

has been well established that a crisis planning
group of the Federal chancellery evaluated conting-
ency plans for killing the prisoners to prevent
further demands for their release. The same propos-
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ition was publicly debated during the period of th~
Schleyer kidnapping. A subsequent official inquest",
absolved the West German government of suspi-
cion of having secretly executed their prisoners,
despite the existence of the contingency plans.
State authorities in Hamburg have belittled the

fact that the authorities had quite specifically
contemplated the prisoner's murder: 'So what?'
Nevertheless, Arbeiterkampf's former editor Kai
Ehlers aims to use the trial effectively to reopen the
Stammheim inquest, arguing that the official inquiry
lacked necessary independence. In the wake of the
recent Russell Tribunal investigation into West
German civil liberties, and growing government
sensitivity to allegations of human rights violations,
the trial will be a further testing ground for German
press freedom and democracy.
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